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Abstract. A new type of systolic automaton is introduced, its structural properties, such as 
homogeneity and stability, are investigated and the class of languages accepted by these automata 
is studied. This class of languages, in the nondeterministic case, contains a large subclass of the 
Lindenmayer EPTOL languages. A characterization of the deIined model is also given in terms 
of sequential machines. 
Introduction 
Recently, different ypes of systolic automata have been introduced as models of 
highly parallel synchronous computational devices (see [2-T]). They essentially 
differ in their communication structures: arrays, trees and trellises have been con- 
sidered and the classes of languages accepted by the resulting systolic automata 
have been studied. In particular, the class of languages accepted by systolic binary 
tree acceptors has nice properties from the point of view of formal language theory: 
it is a boolean algebra and the emptiness, and hence the equivalence problem, is 
decidable. It is a subfamily of the family of EOL languages, (see 133) and it contains 
languages which stand quite high up in the standard language-theoretic hierarchies 
even if it does not contain some quite simple languages uch as {a%” 1 n 2 1). 
Moreover, the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic systolic binary tree 
automata coincides with the class of languages accepted by deterministic systolic 
binary tree automata and, finally, an input word w such that 2”-’ < /uJ]G~” is 
processed in n steps. 
Here we define a new type of systolic automata and we study their structural 
properties, as well as the class of accepted languages. The communication structure 
considered here consists of a graph obtained from an infinite binary labeled tree 
(satisfying a suitable regularity condition) without leaves, in which some nodes in 
the same level have been connected. To be more precise, if N( i, j) is the ith node 
(in the order from left to right) in the jth level, then each node N(2i,j) is connected 
to the node N(2i+ 1, j) for 1 s is 2j-’ - 1, j > 1, and vice versa. ence, there are 
2(2j-’ - 1) new connections in thejth level. Let us call the graph so defined a C-tree. 
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~ input word is processed in the same way as in systolic tree automata, but a 
‘horizontal’ step is executed between any two consecutive ‘bottom-up’ steps. In fact, 
consider the first level of the C-tree containing a number of nodes greater than 
or equal to the length of an input word w; then each processor of this i vel receives 
a letter of w as input: the first processor eceives the first letter, the second one 
receives the second letter and so on. Now the information flows horizontally through 
the new connections, next it flows bottom-up through the father-son connections 
and, from this point on, the flow of information goes on towards the root following 
the sequence just described. The output of the root decides whether the word is 
accepted or not. Thus we obtain a systolic C-tree automaton, briefly SCTA. An 
input word w such that 2”-’ < 1 WI s 2” is processed in 2n - 1 steps. Hence, a word 
w of length n is accepted by an SCTA in O(log n) steps as in the case of systolic 
binary tree automata. However, the recognizing power of the former is considerably 
greater than that of the latter. In fact, it is shown here that in the nondeterministic 
case, the class of languages accepted by an SCTA contains the class of growing 
ETOL languages, that is, the class of languages generated by a Lindenmayer ETOL 
system such that the right-hand side of all the productions has length greater than 
or equal to two. 
The model satisfies some important structural properties such as homogeneity 
and stability. As to homogeneity, for every (nondeterministic) SCTA whose underly- 
ing graph is any C-tree there exists an equivalent (nondeterministic) SCTA whose 
underlying graph is a C-tree labeled by only two different letters; one for the nodes 
N( 1,j) and N@, j) and one for the nodes N( i,j), 1 c i c 2, j 2 0. This means using 
only two different ypes of processors. As to stability, there is no loss of generality 
in assuming that the input goes into an arbitrary level (rather than into the first 
possible level as done according to the definition), both in the dete,ministic and in 
the nondeterministic case. This means the possibility of giving a smaller input than 
one previously given before the analysis of the latter is ended. A consequence .of 
this is that all the processors may be active simultaneously. 
The class of languages accepted by deterministic systolic C-tree automata, briefly 
2(DSCTA), is a boolean algebra and it holds that the class of languages accepted 
by nondeterministic systolic C-tree automata, briefly s(SCTA), is closed under 
union and intersection. 
In this paper we also give a characterization of the systolic C-tree automaton in 
terms of sequential machines which can be easily programmed and analysed. For 
this purpose we introduce a simple Turing machine to characterize both the deter- 
ministic irnd nondeterministic systolic C-tree automata. As a consequence, we obtain 
that s(SCTA) is contained in NTrME( n2) and Z’( DSCTA) is contained in DTIME( n2). 
The given characterizations also allow us to state results concerning 3?(SCTA). In 
particular, we prove that Jif(SC ) is closed under concatenation on the right with 
is paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 the definition of SCTA is given 
and some properties of the model and of the class of accepted languages are proved. 
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In Section 2 the characterization of systolic C-tree automata in term of Turing 
machine models is given. Section 3 contains the proof that the class of growing 
ETOL languages is contained in ZZ(SCTA). 
el: discussion and formal definition 
We start with an informal description of the 
we introduce in this paper. 
model of systolic C-tree automaton 
Consider an infinite binary tree T, without leaves, and a regular labeling of T, 
that is, a labeling such that T has only finitely many labeled nonisomorphic subtrees. 
Moreover, suppose that the labels of the nodes in the rightmost path and in the 
leftmost one are different from the labels of all the other nodes in the tree. Let 
LEVEL(j) denote the set of all labeled nodes of the tree whose distance to the root 
isj forj=O, 1,2 ,.... Clearly, there is a natural ordering from left to right of nodes 
in LEVEL(j). The ith node in LEVEL(j), 1 G is 2’, is denoted by .ZV(i,j) and its 
label by L(ij). Now, let us connect node N(24j) to node N(2i+l,j) and vice 
versa for 1 s i s 2?’ -1, j> 1. 





Let TX be the set of all the infinite labeled directed graphs obtained in this way 
over the alphabet 2, and let T be the union of all Us. For the elements of T we 
will use all the terminology derived from trees, as if we ignored t c ZGw connections. 
Let 2, = X, v X2, with 2, n & = @, be the alphabet of label 
U, where & is the set of labels for the nodes in the left 
path in t and LE2 is the set of labels for all the other nodes in 
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in t will be interpreted as an X-processor and &, will be called the alphabet of 
processor names. All X-processors for X in &., have one external input pin. All 
X-processors for X in & have two internal input pins and one internal output pin; 
the Y-processors for Y in x2 have three internal input pins and two internal output 
pins. The automaton processes aword as follows: a word a, . . . a, is letter by letter 
put in the order from left to right into the first level j such that 2 a n, as in the case 
of tree systolic automata. Moreover, as usual, the nodes N( n + 1, j), . . . , IV@, j)
receive a special symbol 5 as input if n < 2 A Y-processor, Y in &, sends (and 
receives) in one time unit the output produced from the input received from its 
sons-or from the external pins at the beginning-to (from) the Y-processor with 
which it is ‘horizontally’ connected. During this time the X-processors, X in Cl, 
in the same level are idle. Now all the processors generate an output which will be 
sent to their father in one unit of time. 
The output produced at the root will say whether the word is accepted or not. A 
word w such that 2”-’ < 1 WI s 2” is processed in 2n - 1 steps, n of which are bottom-up 
steps and the others are ‘horizontal’ ones. 
Defidtion 1.1. Given a t E T, a nondeterministic systolic -tree automaton, SCTA in 
short, is a 1O~tuple A = (C, x1 , &, L, 8, Q, B, H, I, F) where Z1 v & is the alphabet 
of processor names, Z, n & =0; L is the labeling function of t with the property 
that & is the set of labels of the nodes in the leftmost and the rightmost paths of 
t and & is the set of labels of all the other nodes in t; C and Q are the finite input 
alphabet and the finite set of states respectively; 0 is a special symbol not in 2 ; 
F c Q is the set of final states; B, H and I are sets of functions defined as follows: 
B = {fx : Q* + P(Q) 1 X E & u &} is the set of bottom-up transition functions, 
H = {gx,Y : Q* + P( Q)2 1 X, Y E &} is the set of horizontal transition functions, and 
I = {inx : C u (0) + P(Q) I X E Z1 u &} is the set of input functions. 
nition 1.2. A deterministic C-tree systolic automaton, DSCTA in short, is a 
IO-tuple A = (2, & , &, L, Q, Q, B, H, I, F) where 2Z, S,, &, §, Q, F are as in 
Definition 1.1; B={~“:Q*+Q~XE&U&]; H={gx,v:Q2+Q21X, YE&) and 
P={in,:Zu(~)+Q~X~&u&}. 
Generally, the processors of a systolic system are simpler tnan our X-processor 
for X in &, which are able to compute two functions. But one can think of the 
model also as of a model in which each processor can compute only one function 
and where the information flow is unidirectional. Each connection ran be replaced 
by a processor and by two connections as shown in Fig. 2. An example of the 
resulting graph is partially shown in Fig. 3. The new processors labeled c compute 
here the function g b,b and transmit to the left (right) father the first (second) 
component of t air of states obtaine as result of the corn 
et = (b, h Cl, b, 4, {d, §, {a, b,c, 0, bc, ab, 4 e, CL 




B, H, I, (f}) be a DSCTA where L is such that all the nodes in the leftmost path 
are labeled by u, all the nodes in the rightmost path except he root are labeled by 
r and the rest is labeled by s. Let I = {in}, H = {g}, B = {fu, fr, fs} (in, = in, = in, = in, 
g = g), where in(x) = x for every x E {u, b, c, 8). g and the f’s are described as 
f;~lows: 
g(a, 6) = (G ab), g(b, c) = (k e), gk a) = (G a), 
8(4 4 = (4 a, g(d, d = k 4, de, 4 = (4 4, 
gM)=(x,§) forcveryxE{c,d,e,§}; 
Lb, w =M4 a = 4 _fLv, e’) =A 
_txe, 0) = e’, a§, 0) = 0, 
fs(a,bc)=f,(ab,c)=f,(d,d)=d, fs(x,x)=x forxE(e,§}. 
In all the other cases we have 
e language accepted by 
Figure 4 pictures the deriv 
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Fig. 4. 
Given a (D)SCTA, let Q0 = U Q2” for n a 0, where Q2” = {x E Q* 11x1= 2”). We 
define two binary relations + bu and +h over Q” as follows: 
iff m=n-land 
PI E.fX(qlv q2), ~2tl-1 Efi(q2”-1, q2”) and pi Eh,(q2i-l, q2i) 
(PI =fx(qr 9 q2), P2”--’ = fi( q2n-1, q2”) and pi =fv, (qzi-1, q2i) for the deterministic 
case). Here X = L( 1, m) and 2 = L(2”, m) belong to &, and Yi = L( i, m) belongs 
to Z2for2<i<2”- 1. The second relation is defined as follows: 
41, l =*,q2”-)h~1,*==,~2” 
ifi q1= PI 9 42” =p2” and (Pi9 Pi+*) E gXi9 Xi+,(qiS 4i+lJ 
(!?I= PI 9 W = ~2” and (Pi, Pi+l) = gxi, xi+, (qi, qi+l) for the deterministic ase). Here 
L( i, n) = Xi belongs to Z2 
We say that a word z E reduces, via A, the word y E Q” in x steps if x = 2s 
and there exist words yl,. . . 9 y2* E Q” such that 
z+hyl +bu Y2 +h Y3 +‘bu ’ ’ ’ =+h y2s-1 +bu Y2s and ~2~ =Y 
or x = 2s + 1 and there exist words y, , . . . , y2s+l E Q” such that 
z +‘h Yl +bu y2 +h y3 +bu ’ ’ ’ +h y2s-1 +bu y2s +bu y2s+l and y2s+l = Y. 
Givenaword w=Q,...Q,E , suppose that 2’-’ c n s 2 
l<i<2’* we say t 
inx,(a,) .‘. . inxn(a,)inxn+,(§) . . . 
produces, 
rn,l;o, produces l vi 
hermore, ual to the set {E)’ (whdre 
in EFand and let E be equal to the empty set otherwise. 
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Then the set Z?(A) of words accepted by a (D)SCTA A is defined as follows: 
$?(A)= Eu{aEL:linx(a)E F and X= L(l,O)} 
v (a6 1 a, b E Z, inx(a)iny(b) +bu q E F and XY = L(l,l)L(2,1)) 
u {w E Z*l w produces q E F}. 
We will now prove an homogeneity result, that is, we will prove that the recognizing 
power of the model is not increased by allowing different labels for the nodes in 
the leftmost or in the rightmost path or for the nodes in the internal paths. We need 
only two letters, one to name the processors with only two internal input pins and 
another to name the processors with the three internal input pins. 
In order to achieve this homogeneity result, we need a new regularity condition, 
that is, we have to prove that there exists only a finite number of nonisomorphic 
subgraphs of a certain type. Namely, those obtained by considering a given node, 
all its descendants and all the nodes linked to them by horizontal connections. This 
fact guarantees that only a finite number of different computations must be carried 
out to assign a state to each node. For each node, in fact, the computation depends 
only on the subgraph which is defined by starting from that node, going down along 
the father-son connections and following the horizontal links. 
Let N(t) = {N( i,j) lj > 0 and 1~ i s 2j) be the set of the nodes of a t E 8. For 
every v E N(t), let SG( v) be tF5 infinite labeled subgraph of t, whose vertices are 
nodes in a set S(v) c N(t), defined as follows: 
@ vcS(v); 
@ ifN(i,j)ES(v),then N(2i-l,j+l)~S(v) and N(2i,j+l)ES(v) forjaoand 
l<isP; 
if N(2i,j)M(v), then N(2i+l,j)ES(v) for j>l and l~i~2’-‘-1. 
INote that SG( N(2i, j)) = SG( N(2i + 1, j)) for every j > 1, 1 s is 2’-’ - 1. 
Let S(t) = {SG( v) 1 v E N(t)), S,(t) = {SG( v) E S(t) 1 v = N( 1, j), with j 2 0) 
#G(v) E S(t) I v = N(2’, j), with j > 0) and Si( t) = S(t) - (Si( t) v SJ t)). 
In the following, the nodes N( 1, j) with j 2 0 or N(2’, j) with j > 0 will be called 
external nodes while the others will be called internal nodes. 
Theorem 1.4. Let t E T . S(t) contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic labeled 
graphs. 
Proof. Let t’ be the underlying tree of t, that is, the tree obtained from t by ignoring 
the horizontal connections. For every v = N( 1, j) with j > 0, let us consider the least 
subtree of t’ which contains all the nodes in S(v), that is, the subtree rooted in 
N(l,j-1). 
It is easy to see that, for every j, k> 0 and j # k, if v = N( 1, j), w = N( 1.’ k) and 
SG(v) is not isomorphic to SG(w), then the su 
w, are not isomorphic. rom the regularity of t 
a finite number of nonisomorphic graphs. Analogously, considering asubtree rooted 
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in N(P,j - 1) for v = IV&j) with j > 0 we can prove that S,(t) contains only a 
finite number of nonisomorphic graphs. 
If SG( v) E Si( t) and v = N(2& j) for j > 1 and 1 s i G 2-l - 1, then we can consider 
the pair of subtrees of t’, tu and t: rooted in N( & j - 1) and N( i + 1, j - 1) such that 
the nodes in S( i\‘(Z& j)) are contained in the union of the sets of nodes of to and t:. 
It: is easy to see that if v = N(2i, j) and w = N(2h, k) for j, k> 1, 1 s i < 2-l - 1 
G(v) and SG( w) are not isomorphic, then tv is not 
isomorphic to t,,, nor is t: isomorphic to t L. 
Since t’ satisfies the regularity condition, that is, it has only a finite number of 
no&*>morphic subtrees, the thesis follows also for Si( t). Cl 
As one can argue, it is possible to introduce an additional node labeling of a 
graph t E B in such a way that the new label, associated (in a top-down way) to 
each node t uniquely identifies the subgraph defined by that node. In fact, suppose 
that we number the different subtrees of the underlying tree t’ of t; next, depending 
on that numbering, we rename t e labels of t by numbers 1, . . . s m + 2n for suitable 
m > 1 and n 2 0 in such a way that the numbers associated with each node determine 
both the numbers of its sons and the numbers of rhe nodes which are horizontally 
connected to it. Moreover, the number attached to a node determines uniquely its 
‘old’ label in the original labeling of t. Finally, the introduced labeling is such that 
the root is numbered by 1, the other external nodes are numbered by 2, . . . , m, and 
internal node v = N( 2i5 j) is numbered by m + 1, . . . , m + n, and if v = N(2i,j) is 
numbered m + ‘k then the node N(2i+ 1, j) will be numbered with m + n + k 
Clearly, if two nodes are labeled with the same number, they had the same label 
in the original labeling and determine identical subgraphs. This is the basic idea 
which is behind the proof of the following theorem. 
Let us call the above described labeling a canonical labeling of the graph t E IL 
efinition 1.5. A (D)SCTA A = (2, & , &, L, 8 Q, I?, H, I, F) is said to be homo- 
geneous if card( C,) = card( &) = 1. 
For every (D)SCTA there exists an equivalent homogeneous (D)SCTA. 
roof. Given a DSCTA A = (2, Z1, -C,, L, 0, Q, B, H, I, F), suppose that the under- 
lying graph t has m different subgraphs rooted in external nodes and n different 
subgraphs rooted in internal ones, Let L, be the canonical labeling of t. We can 
define A’ = (Z, {a}, {b}, 0, L,, Q’, B’, H’, I’, F’) such that 2?(A) = .=%‘(A’) asfollows: 
Let2wtm=s, Q’=(Qu{E})” and, for 1 G h G s, let A(h) E C1 u & be the original 
label of the node numbered with h by the canonical labeling. 
The states in Q’ are tuples of states belonging to Q which correspond to computa- 
tions carried out simultaneously in the different subgraphs: in fact, the processors 
named “a” carry out the computations of all the processors in the leftmost and in 
the rightmost path in the underly! \g graph of the original SCTA. The processors 
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named “b” do the same for the computations of all the processors in the internal 
paths. 
Formally, for every IS E Z, in,(x) = (inA&), . . . , inA&x), Ezn), and in&) = 
(E 1 in A(m+l)(X), l l l 9 in ncs,(~)). moreover, for every (a 9 l . . 9 ah h 9 . . . , PA E Q’, 
if s,pjEQ for m+lsjss, then 
and 
pdgbbh, . l l 9 %I, (PI, * l l 3 p,))) 
= (Em9 Pr 1 (g A(mt l)A(m+n+l) qm+l, h+n+l ( 1) 9***9 
Prl(gA(m+n)A(s)(qm+rz~ &))s En), 
idgbb(h, l l l 9 qs), ti, 2 l l l , p,))) 
= 
(E m+“w pr2(gA(m+l)A(m+n+l)(qm+lr Pm+,.-:-lb), l l l 3 
P~~~gA(m+n)A(s)(L+“, ps))) 
&e gbbtk?, , l l l 3 %I, (PI, . l l 9 j’s)) = (CE”). 
Let l(i) and t(i) represent the numbers, in the labeling introduced above, associated 
to the left son and right son respectively, of the node whose number is i for 1 s i s s. 
If q+Q for lbjsrn andpjEQ for m+l<jsna+n, then 
f@((!? l,..*,ss),(P1,=.=,Ps)) 
= <.,f4(1,((@(1), pr(l)), l l l ,fA(m)((ql(m), h(m)), E2n) 
else fa((ql, . . . 9 a), ( p1 9 l . . 9 PA = ES. 
If %EQ for m+n+l~j ss andpiEQ for m+lsjQn+n, then 
fb((q I,*==,q~),(P*,==*,Ps)) 
= (Em,fA(m+l)((ql(m+l), Pr(m+l))s l l l , fA(s)(h(s), h(s))) 
Finally, F’ is defined to be the subset of Q’ consisting of the tuples whose first 
element belongs to F. 
By the definition of A’, it follows that S(A) = S’(A’). In fact, it is quite evident 
that A’ simulates all possible computations corresponding to different labels of t 
and, at the end, the states in F’ check that the root produces a final state in A. q 
From now on, we will refer to any homogeneous (D)SCTA as to a 9-tuple 
A = (2, 8, Q, fa, fb, g, ina, inb, F), by taking x1 = {a}, x2 = {b} and by simply calling 
g the Unique function g& 
As to the closure properties of JZ’(SCTA) and ZE’( SCTA), we can prove the 
following theorem. 
1.7. ZZ’(SCTA) is closed under union and intersection and 3?(DSCTA) is a 
boolean algebra. 
roof. Let A’ = (Xi, 0, Qi, f:, fk, gi, in:, in: 
is easy to construct a DSCTA A’ and a 
“) = (2’)” - LZ(A’). 
= 1,2, be two given DSCTA’s. 
’ such that %‘(A’) = Z’(A*) n 
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Without loss of generality, we can suppose Z’ = x2 = 2, Q1 n Q2 = $3. 
Let A’ = (2, 0, Q’, j’:, f 6, g’, in:, in& F’) where 
Q’=QPQ..G 
I’={ink:Z+ Q’lin;(z)=(ink(z), i&(z)), XE{~, b} for every ZEZ}; 
B’=dfX :Q'*~Q'l~((p,q)(r,s))=(f~(p, d,f&A XE(a,W for every 
t P, 9), (G s) E 0% 
H’ = W: Q’*_+ Q”I g’(( ps db (c d) = ((p&(p, d!, m(g*(q, s))), (n(s’(p, .r)), 
pr&%q, 4)) for evergr (P, 9)s (4 4 E 8% 
Q) F’=F,xF2. 
It is easy to see b.lat S(A’) = S?(A’) n S(A*). 
Now, let A” = (Z, 0, Q1, f& f:, g', in& ink, F”) where F” = Q1 - F’. Also in this 
case it is easy to verify that Z%‘( A”) = (El)* - Z’( A’). 
For the nondeterministic ase the proof is analogous. q 
The homogeneity result allows us to give an alternative version of (D)SCTA’s. 
In fact, the function “g” of an homogeneous (D)SCTA does not depend on the 
labels of the horizontally connected nodes; so the computation carried out by “g” 
can be made by fb. Thus, it is legitimate to think of each processor named “6” as 
being able to execute the following operations: 
(1) it computes afunction of two arguments, each argument being a pair of states; 
(2) it makes a copy of its own state and transmits it to the node horizontally 
connected with it; 
(3) it receives a copy of the state of the node horizontally connected with itself; 
(4) it sends to its father the pair of states consisting of its original state plus the 
state newly received in step (3). 
A processor named “a” executes the following operations: 
(5) it computes a function of two arguments, one being the output of its son 
named “u’. and one being either a pair of states sent by a son named “b” 
or a state sent by a son named “a”; 
(6) it sends the resulting state to its father, 
We suppose that a processor named “b” and a processor named “a” carry out 
the operations (I), (2), (3), (4) and (S), (6) respectively in one timt unit, leaving 
the time spent to input a word out of account. Then a word of length 2”-* s 1 WI s 2” 
is processed in n steps. 
In order to formalize all that, it is useful to distinguish between 3-tuples consisting 
of a state followed by a pair of state, and 3-tuples consisting of a pair of states 
followed by a state. 
Let t(a, b) be the underlying graph of an homogeneous (D)KTA; consider the 
systolic automaton on t(a, b) deSned as follows. 
A systolic K-tree automaton, S CT-A in short, is a s-tuple S = 
x 1 x E (a, b}}, F) where E and Q are the finite sets of input symbols 
and states; 9 E Z is a special symbol; F c Q is the set of final states, .fh : Q x Q u 
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Q’xQuQxQ2+P(Q) andfb:Q*x@+P(Q) are the transition functions and 
in,: C + P(Q) for x E (q, 6) is the input function. 
A deterministic systolic BC-tree automaton, DSBCTA in short, can be analogously 
defined. 
A derivation step of a (D)SBCTA S is defined by a binary relation over Q” = I) Q2” 
for n 2 0, as follows: ql, . . . , q2” -+pl, . . . , p2m iff m = n - 1 and one of the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) n = 1 and p1 =fo(ql, q2) or 
(2) n > 1 and PI =_&(ql, Cqz, qd), PT =fo((qzn-z, qzd, q2’./ and pi = 
96((q*i-29 q*i-I)9 (q2i9 &i+*)) for 2sis2"-1* 
Givenaword w=sl... s, E Z+, let d be the smallest istcger such that n s 2’. We 
say that w is accepted by S if n = 1 and in&) E F, or I< n ~2’ and 
in&d in&21 . . . in&) in&) . ..inb(§)in.(fj)+$qEP; 
(2’~n-1) :imes 
or n =2’ and in&) in&) l . . in&+,) in,(s,)+iqe F, where +8 is the transi- 
tive closure of +s. 
The empty word E E C* is accepted by S if in,(§) E I;: 
Let 9(S) = {w E C* 1 w is accepted by S] be the language accepted by S and 
s((D)SBCTA) be the class of languages accepted by any (D)SBCTA. 
We will prove that J?((D)SCTA) = Z((D)SBCTA). In order to achieve thi: result, 
it is useful to give the following lemma which states that, for every SCTA, it is 
possible to define an equivalent SCTA such that the input function and the bottom-up 
transition function are nondeterministic while the horizontal function is determinis- 
tic. For simplicity we give the proof in the case of an homoge*geous SCTA. 
Lemma 1.9. For every SCTA A = (2, Q, Q, fa, fb, g, in,, inbs F) there exists an 
equivalent SCTA A” = (2, 0, Q’,fa, f& g’, in:, in& F) such that g’: Q’2+ Q”. 
Proof. Let k = max{card(g(ql, q2)) 1 s E Q, 1 s j s 2) and Q’ = Q u {[p, i] Ip E Q and 
1 s i G k} u {R}. The states [p, i] for 1% 2 c ‘s k represent copies of the state p and 
the functions f: and ink produce such copies as result. The function g ’ deterministi- 
tally maps the ith copy of p and the ith copy of q to the ith element in g(p, q), in 
some order. 
For every x E z’ we define 
ink(x) = {[p, i] ip E inb(x) and 1~ is kj and in:(x) = in,(x). 
Foreveryq,,q~~Q,~~(ql~q2)=(Cp,i3Ip~$b(q~,q*)and1ai~k}and~~(q,,q~j= 
L(q1, qh If g(p, q) = itpI, ql) . - . (ps, qd}, then 
g’(cP, 4 l3Jl) = 
(Pi,qi) ifi=jand’IGiss, 
( ) otherwise. 
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From the definition of A’ it follows that 9(A) = 2’(A’). In fact, let us show that 
any bottom-up step followed by an horizontal step produces the same result in 
as in A’. For every p, q E Q, let us denote with g(,)(p, q), for 1 sj s card(g(p, q)), 
the jth element in g( p, q), considered in an arbitrary order. 
Suppose that 
Pl l .*P2 ” +h Plg(k,)( P2, Pd l l l g(&p-I-1)( P2”-2, P2”-AP2” 
is in A for n 2 1 and 1 s 5_ s card(g( p2j, pzj+l)), 1 s j s 2”-’ - 1 and that also 
41 l l l 92 “+I +bu pa . . . p2” 
is in A. From the definition of A’, we have that 
91 l l l G2 “+’ -)bu pl[ p2, iz] l l l [p2”--1s i2r4P2n 
is in A’ for every 1 <b~k with 2~j<2”-1. 
The next horizontal step of A’ is defined if 1 s i2j G card( g( p2j, pzj+l)) and iq = izj+l 
for every 1 G j < 2”~* - 1. Hence, in A’ we have that 
PdP2, M[P3, M . . ’ [P2"-2, ~2”-4[P2”-1, k2”-‘-*lP2” 
+h Plg(/c,)( P29 P3) l l l &&p-l-J P2”-2, P2”--1)P2” 
for every 1 s 5_ G card(g( pzj, pzj+,)) with 1 s j s 2”-’ - 1. 
The inverse proof can be analogously given. Moreover, one can prove that after 
the application of the input function and the first horizontal step, we have the same 
results in A as in A’. Since the last bottom-up step, given by fa = f:, is obviously 
equal in both automata, and A and A’ have the same set of final states, we have 
the thesis. Cl 
ZZ’((D)SCTA) = ZZ((D)SBCTA). 
roof. Let LE .Z((D)SCTA) and A = (Z, 0, Q, fa,fb, g in,, inb, F) be the 
homogeneous (D)SCTA accepting L. Without loss of generality we can suppose 
that g: 2+ Q2 and 
.L(Q2)n (h(Q2) u prlMQ2)) u pr2(g(Q2))) = 0. 
We can consider S=(&§,Qu{R},{f~, in: 1 x E {a, b}}, F), where R is a symbol 
not belonging to Q and in&(x) = ind (x) for every x E C u { 0) and d E {a, b}. Further, 
fL(p, q)=fb(pr*(g(p)),pr*(g(q))) for every p,qE Q2; 
ifp E Q and qE Q2, 
ifpE Q2andqEQ, 
ifp, qE 
It is quite evident that 5!?( 
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Vice versa, given a (D)SBCTA S = (.X, 0, Q, {fx, in, 1 x E {a, b}}, F) accepting L E 
g((D)SBCTA), consider the (D)SCTA A = (2&O, Q’,j’L,& g, in:, in& P;), where 
Q’= Q u Q*u {R) for a new symbol R, not belonging to Q. Further, we define 
inb(x)=in&c)foreveryxEZ u{§}andd~{a, b}; g(p, q)=((p, q), (p, q))forevery 
p, q E Q. Moreover, for every p and q E Q’, we have 
W, qk Ox Qu Q*xQu Qx Q*, 
otherwise; 
From the definition of S, it immediately follows that 9(A) = Z(S). Cl 
From now on, of the two given equivalent versions, we will use the one which 
fits better. 
We can extend the notion of stability introduced for systolic tree automata (see 
[2]) to (D)SCTA’s. In general, given a (D)SCTA A, if we drop the condition that 
a word must be put into the first level j such that the length of the word is greater 
than 2’, then the language accepted by the obtained automaton will be different. So 
we call stable the (D)SCTA’s in which that does not occur. 
Definition 1.11. A (D)SCTA A = (2, &, Z2, L, 0, Q, B, H, I, F) is said to be stable 
if for every w=a,...a,EZ*, w produces a qE F iff inx,(a,) . . . in&z,) 
irk”+,(O) . . l in,, (0) produces, via A, a final state in 2r - 1 steps for every r such 
that 2’3n and Xi=L(i,r) for lsi~2”. 
The following lemma will be useful in the proof of the existence of a stable 
(D)SCTA equivalent o a given one. 
Lemma 1.12. For every (D)SCTA A = (& 0, Q,fa,fb, g, in,, inb, F) there exists an 
equivalent (D)SCTA A’= (2, 0, Q’, f&-f:, g’, in:, in& F’) with the properties: 
(9 Wx) ~f~~Q’*)uf~~Q’*)u pr,(g'(Q'*))upr2(g'(Q'*))foreveryzE(a,b} and 
XE;5:U{O}, 
(ii) in:(x) = in;(x) for every x E C u {§}, and 
(iii) in:(§) n in:(x) = 0, for every z E (a, b} and x E 2. 
We just give ths proof for a DSCTA since the nondeterministic case is very 
closely similar. Without loss of generality, we can assume that A is homogeneous 
and that Q n (Z u (9)) = 0. Further, Q’= Q u C u (5); in:(x) =x for z E {a, 6) a 
e functions fA, f L and g’ as follows for every 
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p,qEQ and x,yEZu{% 
g’k Y I= dinb (4, inb(y )I, g'(Ps 9) = dP9 41, 
mx, 4) =f,haw, 41, m P, x) =a P, in,(x)), 
fxP,!?)=f,(P,d for=b¶bh 
Furthermore let F’ = F u {x 1 x E 2 u (8) and in,(x) E F}. 
It is obvious that A’ satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) and that 5?(A) = S?( A’). q 
In the following, we will refer to a (D)SCTA which satisfies properties (i), (ii) 
and (iii) with an 8-tuple A = (2, Yj, Q, j&, g, in, F). 
eorem 1.13. For every (D)SCTA A, there exists an equivalent stable (D)SCTA A’. 
roof. Let us give the proof in the deterministic ase; the nondeterministic ase 
can be proved analogously. Let A = (Z, 0, Q,&, fb, g, in, F) be an homogeneous 
DSCTA satisfying the properties of Lemma 1.12. Suppose also that pri(g($, O)), 
i = 1,2, does not belong to the ranges of &,fb and does not occur in the pairs 
belonging to g( (Q - {§})*). Consider the graph t’ E T, shown in Fig. 5, whose labeling 
is defined as follows: for every j a 0, L( 1, j) = L(r; j) = a, and for every j > 1, i # 1 
and i#p 
c 
Lii, j) = 
if i=2k for lSk<j, 
b otherwise. 
Consider the DSTCA A’ = (2, (a}, {b, c}, L, 0, Q’, B’, H’, I’, F’) defined as fol- 
lows: Q’= Q u (r, s} u Q{&} u Q{!} u Q*, where r, s, & and ! are new symbols not 
in Q; further, F’= F u F{&} u {s, r}. The states q& will signal the end of the input 
word, the states q ! will signal the end of the simulation of the given DSCTA over 
a 
Fig. 5. 
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an input word fed onto a level different from the first possible one. oreover, a 
c-processor produces a pair of states because it stands for an a-processor or a 
b-processor. Hence, the states computed by both the u-processor and the b-processor 
in A are carried out by the c-processor in A’ until it is possible to decide which 
computation is the correct one. 
In our definition for A’ we further have I’ = {in: : C u {§} + Q’, x E {a, b, c}} where 
for every u E Z, in:(u) = in(u), in:@) = 0 for x E {a, b}; and in:(u) = (in(u), in(u)), 
and int( 8) = (0,s). Finally, H’ = {g& gb.6 : Qv2 + Q”) and B’ = (fi : Q’2 + Q’, x E 
{a, b, c}} are given by the rules below, in which p, p’, q9 q’ are intended to belong 
to Q. 
The first rules allow the new automaton to simulate the behavior of A and to 
carry out the computations which correspond to considering a node labeled c as a 










d,b(P, 4) = g(P, d, 
g&b@, 0) = d% §), 
i!:,b((o, §),o) = (6, prdd% %P), pr2(gi% g))), 
g:b((P, d, p’) = ((p, prddq, P’))), p~2(&?, P’))), 
fi(P, 4) =L(p, 41, x E 1% w, 
fXP9 9 =ap, 01, 
fXP9 (P’, 4)) =fa(P, 419 
fXP9 (P’s 4)) = K(P, P’MisP, 4D* 
following rules recognize the end of the input word, in all the possible cases. 
The first two rules simply notify this fact by the symbol &, the other ones point it 
out by using the symbol ! and signal that the node labeled by c has been found 
with the property that it must be considered as if it were labeled by Q and such that 
all the computations on the subtrees on the right-hand side must not have influence. 
(9) g; bh 8 = (prddp, $)1)& prz(dp, cj))), 
(10) f~ip,pr,(g(§,§)))=ft(P,pr,(g(J,§)))&, 
(11) !$,b((p, d, §i = (pi, 8), 
02) fxp, (8, d) =fab OI!. 
The following rules simply transfer the end-of-word signal &: 
(13) g: b((P, d, p’&) = hdgkh p’h Pr,(g(t?, P’))&), 
(14) i,b(p&, d = ((prl(dp, d)k Prz(dp, d)), 
(15) it; b(p, !@) = (prddp, d), pr,(g(p, d)‘% 
w-9 fiP&, d’fi(P, q&)=fb(p, d&9 
(17) fXP&, 4) =up, 4m 
The following rules do the same for ! and carry out the correct computation. 
(18) &b(p!, d = (p!, d, 
w fXP, 90 =Az(p, 4)!- 
Next we have 
(20) fE(P&, (P’, 4)) =hcP, 4N 
This rule has a similar effect as (11) and (12), but only after some computation 
steps by which the end-of-word signal has been transferre n fact, it recognizes 
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that a node labeled by c has to be considered as labeled by a and that all the 
computation on the subtrees on the right-hand side must not have influence. By 
the rule 
(21) fXP¶99= s if fa( p, q) E F, a new final state s is introduced, when the 
computation of the original DSCTA comes to a final state. The state s is transferred 
towards the root by the rules 
(22) fk PI = s, 
(23) fL(s, (P, 4)) = se 
Finally, the following rules treat the case of the empty word and of an input word 
of length 1. 
(24) f x P, (P’, 4% = r if p E (in(X) v (0)) n F, 
(25) fA(r, (P, 4)) = r, 
(26) f:(c p) = r. 
The automaton A’ behaves as A if the input word is put into the first level 
containing a number of nodes greater than the length of the word. Anyway, if this 
is not the case, the automaton A’ will accept only the words accepted by A. In fact, 
suppose that a word w = ul . . . u,,,, 1 G 2’-* < m s 2’ (the cases 0~ m s 1 should be 
treated separately), isfed onto the nth level with n > r. Let pl, . . . , p2n and pi, . . . , pin 
be the sequences of states such that pi = in( ui) for 1 s i s m and pi = in(#) for 
mCiG2’; for l<iSm, 
pi= 
in:(&) if i is a power of 2, 
in b( ui) otherwise; 
for m<iC2”, 
pi” 
in:(O) if i. is a power of 2, 
inb( 0) otherwise. 
Finally, p$n = in:(§) and pi = inL(u,). 
It is straightforward but tedious to show that p1 . . . p2r produces, via A, pq in 
2r-2 steps iff pi,... , pin produces, via A’, pq! q3. . . q2”-r+l in 2r -2 steps. Now, 
Pd93 . . l qp-‘+I produces , via A’, in 2n - 2r + 1 steps iR fa( p, q) is a final state. El 
2. Chara~er~a~ion of in terms of sequential 
We are going to introduce sequential machines that will characterize (D)SCTA’s. 
As in the case of the characterization of binary systolic automata given in [6], this 
tool turns out to be useful in proving properties of (D)SCTA’s. First we will give 
an informal definition of the model. 
A C-Turing machine is a model obtained by the composition of two particular 
inds of ring machines. e first one, called initializing Turing machine, has the 
task of preparing the input data: it translates a word a, . . . a, in a word b1 . . .6,$, 
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where i = min{j a 01 n +j is a power of 2). Then, bl . . . b,o’ is given as input to a 
2-tape restricted Turing machine, DRTM, which simulates both the bottom-up and 
the horizontal transition functions of a (D)SCTA. 
A deterministic initializing Turing machine (DITM) is a Turing machine with 
two semi-infinite tapes, a c ter tape (ct), a working tape (wt), and a read-only 
input tape. Initially, all the s on both ct and wt contain blanks (h’s), except he 
boundary cells, which contain @. The counter tape is used for binary counting. 
Moreover, an input word is presented to the machine with an endmarker $. At every 
step the DITM reads an input symbol, writes a symbol on the working tape and 
adds I to the content of the counter tape; hence, before reaching the input endmarker, 
the DITM presents on the ct a binary number which is the length of the portion of 
the input which has already been read. When the input endmarker is met, the DIT 
keeps on writing O’s on the working tape and increasing the counter tape until it 
contains the least power of two which is greater than or equal to the length of the 
input word. The DITM needs two states, in and irJ, w!aich allow knowing whether 
the counter tape contains a binary number which is a power of two or not: in fact, 
the DITM stops when it reads the input endmarker with the counter tape containing 
a power of 2. The output bl . . . b, g, where j = min{ i1 n + i is a power of 2}, is given 
as input to a DRTM. It first produces a word b’, . . . bk for m = (n + i)/2, where bi 
is computed depending on bl , bz and 6,; 65 is computed depending on b,, b3, b4 
and b5, and so on, exactly as a DSCTA does. The DRTM keeps on producing words 
whose lengths are reduced to one half until it produces a word of length 1. This 
will be its output. 
With more details, a DITM is a 8-tuple (2, r, Q, 8, Qs, qo, $, 0) where C and r 
are the input and output alphabets respectively; 8 is a new symbol; Q is the set of 
states of the DITM; 0,~ Q is the set of special states of the DITM. The set Qs 
contains the final state qo, the states h and in’ (the only ones which allow to read 
an input symbol) and the states qf and qi for terminal moves. Q - Qs is the set of 
states which the DITM can enter after reading an input symbol. The behavior of 
the transition function S is informally described as follows. 
The DITM, in state in or in’ while reading @ on the ct and an input symbol 
different from $, enters; stateof Q - Qs and moves the counter head ( 
left. While moving to the left, ch replaces all the l’s it meets with 0, unti 
0 (or h) is read on the ct: then, the DITM writes 1 on the ct so that the content 
the counter tape turns out to be incremented by 1. Moreover, the DIT 
writes an output symbol on the wt and enters the state &J (or in’ in the case that A 
has been read, which means that the length of the portion of the input already 
consumed is a power of 2). Then the working head (w ) moves one step to right 
and the ch moves rightwards to the boundary cell containing the symbol @. The 
previous operations are iterated until the input endma s read. Then, if the 
machine is in the state b, it enters the state qf, moves the to the left and replaces 
all the l’s it meets with 0, until it reads a symbol 0 (or h) en, t 
writes 1 on the ct and 0 on the , and enters the state & (or in’), while the 
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moves one step to right and the ch moves to the boundary cell. These operations 
are iterated, until the DITM is, for the first time, in state in’ while reading $ in 
input, that is, until ct contains the least power of two greater than or equal to the 
length of the input. Then the machine enters the state & moves the wh to the first 
symbol written on wt, enters the state q. and stops. 
A nondeterministic model (ITM) can be achieved by allowing nondeterminism 
in the choice of the state of Q - Qs which the machine enters after reading an input 
symbol different from $. 
If M=G,r,Q,4Qs,qo,fW is a DITM or a ITM, we say that 
421. . . a,*Mqo:bl... b, g, with Qi E 2, bi E r, if, when an input a1 . . . a,$ is presented 
to M, the machine, starting in state i&, eventually gets to state q. with bl . . . b,# 
on the working tape. 
A deterministic restricted 2-tape Turing machine (DRTM) is a S-tuple 
(2, 0, &, Qo, qo, 6) where C is a finite alphabet of input symbols; !$ E 2; &c C is 
the set of accepting symbols; Q. = { qo, q:, ql, q2, q3, q4, q=, qb, qc} is the set of states 
and 
8 : Q. x (Z v {IL})~ + Q. x (2 v {A})2 x {S, R, L)z, 
is the transition function. The interpretation of a transition step is that if S(q, a, 6) = 
(q’, a’, b’, x, y), then the machine in state q, while reading symbol Q on the first tape 
and symbol b on the second tape, enters state q’, writes a’ on the first tape and b’ 
on the second tape, moves, or no , the head of the first (second) tape according to 
x (y) (S indicates no moves, L and R indicate a leftward and rightward shift 
respectively). We will often write (q, a, b) + (q’, a’, b’, x, y) instead of S( q, a, c ,’ = 
(q’, a’, b’, x, y). The transition steps have the following form: For every X, y E 2, 
(1) (qo, x, A) + (4;s A, x, R R), 
(2) (qk 4 A) + (q2, A, 4 R, S), 
(3) (q39 x9 v) + (q4, x9 Y, s9 u 
(4) (q4, x, Y) + (!?b, x, y, s, R), 
(5) (q4, x, A) + (qa, x, A, s, R), 
(6) (41, A, x) + (a, A, x, R, RI, 
(7) (91, x, A) + tq2, A, x, R, S), 
(8) (q2, As x) + (qa, x, A, S, L), 
(9) (41, A, A) + (qc, A, A, S, L), 
(10) (qc, A, x) + (qc, x, A, L L), 
(11) he, A, A) + ho, A, A, R, 9. 
For every X, y E 2, there exist z, t E C such that 
(12) hl2, x, Yb (43,& t, s, 0 
-(‘or every x, y E 2, there exists z E C such that 
(13) (q=, x, Y) + (41, A, 2, S, RI, 
(14) kbr X, Y) + (Sip A, 2, s, 
There exists an x E C such that 
(15) (90, A, A) + (q:, A, x, S, 
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Note that only the rules from (12) to ( 15) have to be specified in order to give a 
complete definition of a DRTM: it corresponds to specifying the functions &fb 
and g in the definition of a DSCTA. Moreover, the last rule determines exclusively 
the acceptance of the empty word. 
The meaning of the previous rules is the following: Let us suppose that an input 
word clll . . . a, is presented to the DRTM on the first tape, where n is equal to a 
power of 2. If n = 1, rule (1) copies the input symbol to the second tape and the 
machine halts because S(q& A, A) is not defined. In the other cases, rules (1) and 
(2) copy the first two input Fymbols to the second tape. Then u2, which is on the 
second tape, and a3 on the first tape are updated (rule (12)). The symbol written 
on the first tape will be used to modify aI: the second tape head shifts to the left 
to check whether the preceding symbol is the%rst one of the input string. Rule (5) 
signals that it is the case and then al, on the second tape, is updated (rule (13)). 
Then rule (10) copies the input symbol u4 to the second tape and rule (3) again 
changes this symbol and 4 5. So the DRTM keeps on processing the word in the 
same way as a DSCTA does. Rule (14) will apply instead of rule (13) when the 
symbol on the second tape is different from both Q) and a,. Rule (8) recognizes 
when the symbol on the second tape is a, and activates rule (13). le (9) recognizes 
that the whole input word has been processed and allows to copy the content of 
the second tape onto the first one (rule (lo)-( 11)). Hence the process tarts again: 
note that the first tape now contains a word of length n/2. The process will stop 
when the first tape contains a word of length 1. 
A nondeterministic version (RTM) can be defined in an obvious way, by allowing 
more than one right-hand side in rules of the type (12)-(B). 
If M = (Z; 0, &, QO, qo5 8) is a DRTM or a RTM, a word w E C* is said to be 
accepted by M if, when M starts in tke state q. with its first tape containir_g w and 
the second one containing h’sz M stops in the state q; with its first tape containing 
h’s and the second one containing just a symbol Q E & P(M) will denote the 
language accepted by M 
Definition 2.1. Let Ml = (Z, I’, Q5 6, O,, q. 9 $, 0) be a (D)ITM and M2 = 
(r’, 0, &, Qo, qo, 6’) be a (D)RTM, with r c r’. A (deterministic) C-Turing machine, 
briefly (D)CTM, M = (Ml, M2) can be defined as the machine obtained from the 
composition of the (D)ITM Ml with the (D)R?‘M M2 by unifying the working 
tape of Ml with the first tape of M2. 
Definition 2.2. A word w = Q, . . . a, E S* is said to be accepted by a (D)CTM 
M = (Ml, M2) with Ml = (Z; r, Q, 6, Qs, qo, $6 8) and 2 = (r’, Q, rF, 00, 40, s’) 
if n = 0 and the empty word in F’* belongs to Z!?(M2), or n > 0 and there exist 
b l,...,b,&‘such that a,...a,+M1qo:bl...b#, where i=min{jaOIn+j is a 
power of 2}, and b, . . . b,,§’ E Z( M2). Y( ) will denote the language accepte 
M; .%‘(DCTM) and s(CTM) will denote the class of languages accepted by DC 
‘s respectively. 
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We will mow slnow that the classes of languages accepted by DCT 
coincide with the classes of lang ages accepted by DSCTA’s and SCTA’s respec- 
tively. 
ewem 2.3. ~((D)SCTA) = s((D)CTM). 
Pro&. For every (D)SCTA A = (2, Q, 0, fa, fb, g, in, F) which satisfies the properties 
of Lemmas 1.12, we will define a (D)CTM M =(Ml, M2), with Ml = 
(V’, Q', 4Qs,qo,W~ and 2 = K 0, G, 00, qo, W, such that 
)Oi,where i=min{jaO)n+jisapowerof2}; 
that n + i is a power of 2, bl . . . b,§’ E s(M2) 
ia A, in 2 log( n + i) - 1 steps; 
) if and only if it belongs to JZ’( M). 
In the following we will give t efinition of Ml and M2 in the deterministic 
case, the nondeterministic ase being analogous: r = {in(x) 1 x E Z}; Q’- Qs = C. 
The moves of Ml are the following: When Ml reads an input symbol x E 2, it 
enters a state x and when Ml is in a state x and reads 0 or h on the counter tape, 
it writes the symbol in(x) on the working tape. So Ml behaves exactly as property 
(1) requires. 
As regards the definition of 2, let r’ = Q; rf = E The transition function S is 
given by specifying the rules of the type (12)-(H). By the following rules M2 
calculates the functia 1s f and g in order to simulate the behavior o$ A: For every 
X,YEQ, 
hi?29 4 Y) + (!h PrAdY, a PrAgtY, 41, s, u 
(%, x3 Y) + (!I*, LL(Y3 x), s, e, 
h *, Y) + (41, L&(Y, 4, S, R). 
Moreover, the following rule takes into account the empty word: 
(qo, A, h) + (s:, A, 0, S, R). 
In fact, the empty word belo A) if and only if $ E F. 
From the definition of M, i ws that Z’(M) = S(A). 
versa, we prove that, very (D)CTM M =(Ml, M2) with Ml = 
‘, 4 OS, 40, f§, 0) and 6 = , 0, rf, Qo, qo, S’), there exists an (D)SCTA 
A = (2, 21, &, L, 0, Q, B, H, I, I;) such that 
if a I.. . a, *Mu qo:b . ..b.$, then i=min{j>OIn+j is a power of 2) and, 
for every 1 <j s n, inl,(aj) = bj, where Lj is the label associate& by the labeling 
level containing n + i nodes; 
*. b,,§’ produces a q E 
time mpty word belongs 
at n+iisapowerof2, b,...b$dE(M2)~ 
A, in 2 log( n + i) - 1 steps; 
) if and only if it belongs to ,%‘( M). 
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We will give the definition of A for the deterministic ase: C1 = {u}; & = { 6, cl; 
the labeling function L is such that, for every j a 0, L( 1, j) = L(T; j) = a, and tor 
every j> 1 
L(i, j) = 
c if c=2k for l<kCj, 
b otherwise. 
Further, we have Q = r’. For every x E 2, if Ml, after reading the input symbol X, 
in the state g enters a state in which it writes the symbol y on the working tape, 
then in,(x) = in,(x) = y; if Ml, after reading the input symbol X, in the state in - 
enters a state in which it writes the symbol y on the working tape, then inb(x) = y. 
Moreover, ins( 0) = 0 for every s E (a, b, c}. For every X, y, z, t E r’, 
- if (q2, x, y)+ (q3, z, t, S, L) is in 8, then g,.,(y, X) = (z, t), for s, S’E {b, c}, 
- if ( qa, x, y) + ( ql, A, z, S, R) is in 6’. then fa(y, X) = z, 
- if (qb, x, y) + (ql, h, z, S, R) is in 8, then fb(y, X) =fc(y, X) = z. 
Finally, let x0 be such that ( qo, h, A) + (qk, A, x0, S, R), then 
FJ-fuw ifxocrf, 
Ir f otherwise. 
It is easy to see that 9(M) = 2(A). Cl 
The preceding theorem supplies also an upper bound to the time complexity of 
a (D)SCTA; in fact, it leads to Z’(SCTA) c NTIME( n2) and 3?(DSCTA) c DTIME( n2). 
Using the characterizations of a (D)SCTA in terms of sequential machines we 
are able to prove new results, as well as to give simpler proofs of known results. In 
fact, the characterizations are such that we can easily convert sequential programs 
for (deterministic) C-Turing machines into parallel programs for (D)SCTA’s, and 
vice versa. In the following, we will show that the class of languages accepted by 
SCTA’s is closed with respect to right concatenation with regular languages. A
modified version of CTM’s will be more useful for that purpose. We will show that, 
for CTM’s, we can remove, without modifying the accepting power of the model, 
the restriction that ITM’s can enter only states in or in’ while moving the counter 
head to the right before reading the next input symbol. That is, instead of the states 
& and &‘, the machine may have two sets of states, say I1 and 12, and, after writing 
a symbol on the working tape, it can enter any state in I1 or I2 (according to the 
last symbol read on the counter tape, that is, according to the length of the portion 
of input already consumed). This means that 1 can retain the memory of the 
already read input symbols and then it behaves also as a finite-state automaton. 
Moreover, we can provide this machine with a rejection state. 
A modified nondeterministic initializing Turing machine (MIT ) is an ll-tuple 
(Z, I’., Q, 6, II, 12, QP, qo, qi, $9 0) where 2, I’, Q, 6, qo, $ and 8 are the same as . 
the definition of an ITM; QP c Q is the set of special states { qo, qf9 qi, r}; I1 c 
and 42 c Q are nonempty sets 4.,i states which allow to read an input symbol and 
qi E 12 is the initial state. enters a state 2) exactly under 
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the same condition in which an ITM enters the state in (or ~IJ’); that is, according 
to the fact that the portion of the input which has already been read has length 2 
for some j or not. Moreover, when the MITM reaches the input endmarker, if it is 
in a state q E 11, then it enters either the state qf or r, while if it is in a state q E 1.2, 
then it enters either the state q; or r. In the other cases, in a state q E I1 (q E 12), 
the MITM behaves exactly as an ITM behaves in the state & (in’). The same moves 
as in the definition of the I’$M are defined for states qf and qi. In state r no move 
is allowed. 
Let MI = (X, F, Q, 6, II, 12, Qp, 40, qi, $, 0) be a MITM and M2= 
(F, 0, &, Q=, Qb, QO, qo, 8) be an RTM. If r c r’, a modified nondeterministic 
C-Turing machine (MCTM) M = (A4 1, M2) can be defined as the machine obtained 
from the composition of Ml with M2 by unifying the working tape of Ml with 
the first tape of M2. 
The language accepted by an MCTM M, denoted by .9(M), and the class of 
accepted languages, denoted by S(MCTM), can be defined analogously to the case 
of CTM’s. 
Lemma 2.4. X( MCI !A) = S’( CTM). 
Proof. Given an MCTM M = (M 1, M2) with Ml = (2, r, Q, S, Il,I2, Qp, qo, qi 9 
$, §) and M2 = (r’, 0, rf, Qa, Qb, QO, qo, a’), we can define a CTM M’ = (Ml’, M2’), 
with Ml’= (2, A, Q’, p, Qs, qo, $, 0) and M2’= (A’, 0, Af, Qo, qo, 6’) in such a way 
that 
(lj a, . . . a, =$M~ qo:b, . ..b~~‘ifandonlyifthereexistP.,...,P~tzIlu!2such 
that 
a1 . . . ~,~MI~~~:[~~,~~,P,I[P,,~~,P*I**.[P~-~,~”,P*IO~ 
(indeed, the symbol [Pi, bj+l , pj+l ] written by M 1’ means that M 1, in state Pj E 41 v I2 
while reading the input symbol ++I, enters a state in which it writes 6j+, on the 
working tape and enters state Pi+,); 
(2) if[P*, h, PXP2, b2, Pi1 l -- IP”, b,, PS E WW, thwh=qi9 Pi =Ph+l for 
every 1 s h c n - 1, p; ti {q E I1 u 12 1 M 1 in the state q, while reading the input 
endmarker $, enters state r} and b, . . . b, 0’ E JZ?( M2); 
(3) if bl.. . b,§%Z’(M2), then there exist p,,...,p,@lu.I2 such that 
pn L {q E I1 u I2 1 M 1 in state q, while reading the input endmarker $, enters the 
state r} and [Si, bl, PlI[Pt, b, PJ l l * [Pn-19 bn,Pnl§‘E 9(M2’)* 
In fact, M2’ will check whether the input word has the form [p, bl, pl]- 
[PI, b2,P*lg l l [Prl-l, b,, pn]Di. Moreover, M2’ simulates the behavior of M2 in such 
a way that if M2, starting with an input bl . . . 6,$, stops in state q: with a symbol 
b on the second tape, then M2’ starting with input [P, b,, pJ- 
l-P*, bt, P21 l l l [Pm-l, b,, pJOi stops in state qi with [p, b, p,,] on the second tape. 
urthermore, [ p, b, p”] is an accepting symbol for 2’ if and only if 6 is an accepting 
symbol for 2, p = qi and pn does not yield to the rejection state r in 
while reading the input symbol $, does not enter state r). 
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We omit the constructions of MI’ and A42’ since they are quite simple but 
tedious. Cl 
In the following we will prove that the class of language accepted by SCTA’s is 
closed with respec+ toright concatenation with regular languages. 
@I’he~m 25. 9(SCTA) i& closed with respect to tight concatenation with regular 
kanguages. 
Praof. Let us consider astable SCTA Al = (X, 8, Q&,fb, g, in,, inb, FI) accepting 
a language L E s( SCTA) and a regular language R ‘recognized bya finite automaton 
Az - (Z, 8*, Q*, po, Fz) (without loss of generality, we can assume that L and R are 
languages on the same alphabet X). 
Let JW = (Ml, M2) be the CTM such that L(M) - L(A& = L, where Ml = 
(4 c a4 Q*, 40, $9 0) and A42 = (C 9, rr, a, a, Qo, go, a hw aat, from tile 
stability of AlI it can be derived that bl . . . b,# E 9( A&) for every i~0 such that 
n+iisapowerof2ifandonlyifb,... b,,fE9(Ad2) for i=min{hbOIn+h is a 
power of 2). 
We will define an MITM Ml’=(C, lb(e), Q’, S”, II, I2, Q,,, go, qi, $, 9) such 
that the MCTM M’ = (Ml’, M2) recognizes LR, as follows: 
l I1 ={in}u Q2; 
l I2 = {in’} u (9’1 q E Qz); 
l Q’=Q,,uIlu12u(Q-O,)UQ~. 
The transition function 6” contains the same rules as 6, but in the state in (or 
in’), while reading the input endmarker, the machine nters the state qf (or<:) if 
and only if p. is in &, and otherwise it enters &ate P: that is, if the empty word 
belongs to K then Ml’ behaves as Ml. Besides, 8” contains moves which allow to 
process any prefix of the input as Ml does, and to check whether the remainder 
of the input word belongs to 1$. In fact, in every state p E Q - Q#, after writing 1 on 
the counter tape and a symbol from r on the working tape, Ml’ enters the state 
p. (besides the state in) or the state p& (besides the state in’). This allows to start 
the simulation of A*<fter processing any prefix of the Kput word. During the 
simulation of Az, only the symbol 6 is written on the second tape. Hence, in a state 
q (or q’), with q E Q2, while reading an input symbol 01 eC, Ml’ enters the state 
&( q, a). In a state q E Qz, while reading 0 (or A) on the counter tape, Ml’ 
writes the symbol 8 on the working tape and remains in the state q (or enters the 
state q’, if k has been read). If Ml’ reaches the input endmarker in a state q 
(or q’), with q E Qs, then it enters the state qf (or qi) if q E F2, and enters tate lr 
otherwise. 
Finally, in state qr while reading an input symbol a E & Ml’ enters the state p. 
if and only if the empty word belongs to L, i.e., if and only if there exists an x E ff 
such that (go, A, A) + (qh, k, x, S, R) is in 6’. 
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It holds that 
at.. . a,,ELR ~4 3j,O<jbn, aI...ajELand aj+l...a,ER 
e al... aj=jiwqO* I-- 'b bj§', i = min{h 1 j + h 
is a power of 21, bl . . . bj§’ E 5?( M2) and aj+r . . . a,, E R 
C-r, a,... an*MlqO* l b b 8”-‘“, I = min{h 1 n + h l*** j 
is a power of 2}, bI . . . bjgn3+j E 3( M2’) 
e al... a,, TV Z’( M’). Cl 
3. SCTA and L-SYSTEMS 
In this section we will show that the class of growing EP’IUL systems generates 
a class of languages which is contained in ZZ’(SCTA). 
We briefly recall the definition of E(P)TOL system (see [8], for example). 
Definition 3.1. An ETOL system is a 4-tuple S = (2, HI, o, A) where J5 is a finite 
alphabet; A c C is the alphabet of terminal symbols; o E E+ is the axiom; H is a 
finite set of tables. Each table h in fH is a finite substitution over 2. Given a E Z, as 
usual, if b; e h(a), we write a + w and a + w is called production. Let + be the 
usual yield relation for ETOL systems defined as follows: for every w, w’ E Z*, 
w + w’ if there exists an h E It-II such that W’E h(w). The language generated by S, 
denoted by s(S), is defined to be {o E A* ] o +!j ZJ}, where a$ is the standard 
reflexive-transitive closure of +. 
Let S = (Z, Ml, O, A) be an ETOL system. S is called an EOL system if IHI is a 
singleton; S is a propagating E(T)OL system, briefly: EP(T)OL system if, for every 
h E W and a E 2, E e h(a), where E is the empty word of C*. 
itio An EPTOL system is termed growing, shortly g-EPTOL system, if the 
length of the’right-hand side of all the productions is greater than or equal to 2. 
Let ZZ(g-EPTOL) be the class of languages generated by g-EPTOL systems. 
pie 3.3. A growing EPTOL system is given by S = ({S, S1, S,, F, c, d, $}, 
{h,, M, S, k 4 41) where h(S) = {WJ, MSl) = UWJ, h(S,) = WS2, KIWI), 
h,W=UW, h,W=WFL h2W=Wl&,CC,cd, dc,W, h2W=WL h2W2)= 
{FF}, h,(x)={FF} for x~{c,d,F} and iE(1,2}. It is easy to see that Z(S)= 
{u+2mwlv, we{c,d}*, lvl=2” for na3, lwl=2” and lsrnsn-2). 
0 The class of languages 9(g-E L) is contained in 9(SC 
iven a g- ) with n tables, we will define an 
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SCTA -&hi& is able to back up through erivation of a word in Let k= 
max{lhWl I ae.E and lsisn}, n=(l)..., ‘={xEC*/IXIQ-} for r%O, and 
let new ayrabols be !?j, q, $; then, for every w E , consider the following definitions, 
which allow to back ~9 through a derivat step of a word in S. Let A(w) = 
((X, y, i) E C+ X Zk-’ X H 1 hi(JCjy = W}. 
(w) is not empty and IwI 2 k, 
DEC[H]( w) = {(q, w, i) I 1 s i c n} IWICk 
w erwise* 
The set DEC[M]( HI) contains all the info ion needed to back up through one 
step of derivation having w or a proper p f w as result. In fact, DEC(H)( li > 
will be useful when w is a prefix of the le word to be recognized. Take the 
g-EPTOL system of Example 3.3 and the wor 1 = dcdcdc, w2 = cdcd#@ and w3 = c. 
We have that 
DEC[h, h2)l(w3) = {(q, w3,1), (4, 
It means that w1 ma:; ije derived from S: b lying the first or the second table 
of {h, , h,} and that a prefix of w, with a res ay be derived from S:. The word 
w2 cannot be derived, but some prefixes of it y be derived respectively from $4, 
with rest $ and table 2, and from S:, with $3 and table 2. l%te that we are 
interested only in rests whose lengths are less than k. 
Let B(w)={(z, U, V, i)eZk-l~Z*~Z*~nIhi(u)v=z~}. 
B(w) if B(w) is not empty 
G[W](w)= ,{(z,q,zw,i)~zw~~~-‘,l~itn} 
(1 1 R otherwise. 
The set G[W]( w) contains the same kind of information as DEC[W]( w) regarding 
a derivation step having zw or a proper prefix of zw as result for every z E Zk-‘. 
This information is saved in 4tuples or the kind (z, X, y, i), which mear that a prefix 
of zw may be derived from x with a rest y by using the ith table in HI. The set 
G[lHl](w) is useful when the whole word to be analysed has the form w’= xwy; in 
this case we have to guess the rest z which can be obtained bj ??lalysing the prefix 
X of w’. 
Consider, as an example, the g-EPTOL system previously given and the word 
‘w = $ddcd. We have that 
G[{h, 9 Mb9 = U$, 4% E, 29, (4, $S,, cd, 29, (e3, t2, s:, E, 29, (#3, $2S1, cd, 2) 
(X$9 S,$S:, E, 29, (~4, SI$Sl, cd, 2) for x E {CC, cd, dc, dd}}. 
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Finally, let C(W)={(Z, U$, i)E~k-lX~~{$}XIIhi(U)= ZW}. 
J=Cw~) = 
C(w) if C(w) is not empty, 
(R) 
otherwise. 
The set EG[H](w) contains all the information needed to take a derivation step 
backwards, considering w as a suffix of the whole word to be recognized= Hence, 
just the case in which the rest must not occur is considered. The symbol $ is put in 
to signal the end of the input word. As an example, take the previously considerec 
g-EPT’OL system and w = $#dc; we have that 
EGHh, 3 ~~~IW = I(&, $s,$, 21, (4*, t*G& 21, k QW,$, 2) 
for x E {cc, cd, dc, dd}}. 
Since the right-hand side of each rule in the table of the EPTOL system S may 
have length S the first time we try to take a derivation step backwards, we need to 
know a subword of length at least k. Let s be the greatest integer such that k > 2” 
(k 3 2 under the hypothesis we used). The first s steps of the SBCTA that we 
construct store in each state a subword of the input word w of length r = 2’. Each 
successive step corresponds to a derivation step of S, hence, we can back up through 
at most n - s derivation steps for an input word of length I, 2”-’ G I< 2”. Then, 
generally, the axiom cannot be reached. We just need a way to recognize a word 
derived in S from the axiom with s + 1 steps. Note that only one bottom-up step 
of the SBCTA will be necessary to do that. To this aim, the following definitions 
are useful. 
Let Ax={hi,(- . . hjs+,(l&J.. .)I 1 G ik G n, 1 s k s s + 1) be the set of words derived 
in S from the axiom with s + 1 steps and let m = max{lwl 1o E Ax}. Further we have: 
Pre(w)={wl32EZ*, WZ=W}; 
{w@I if wEAx, 
PM(w) = {(w@, w oEAxand wEPre(w)} if 30~cAx and wEPre(w), )I 
((5 04, 
IAx = 1 . uw 
‘We define an 
s iU S n, 1 S t.ii S j}. n SCTA accepting 3?( ) is obtained from and an SCTA 
accepting {h,,(... hi,(brl~)~..)~l~i~~~,l~u~j,O~j~s+l}. 
otherwise; 
rw)lzEZ*,oEAx,zwEPre(o)} if3zEZm,3wEAx 




such that ZZ(A)={hi,(. . . hi,(X). . •)I~~kbt, 
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Informally, the SBCTA A works 8s follows. Suppose, for simplicity, that a word 
w of length 2”, n > s, is put into level n. The first s bottom-up steps of A give, at 
level h=n-s, states ql,..., ql, I = 2h each one Ftoring a word wi E C* of length r 
for 0 c i < I and a word w,$ E Z*{$}, Iw~~= r, such that w = wl . . . wl. After the 
successive step, the state at node N( 1, h - 1) stores an element of DEC[W]( w1 wz) u 
PAX( w1 w&; the state at node N( i, h - 1) stores an element of G[H]( Wsi-1, Wzi) u 
IAX( Wzi-1, Wzi) for 2s is (l-2)/ 2; and the state at node N(1/2, h - 1) stores an 
element of EG[H] w,_, , w,$) u SAX( w I_~, w,$). The following step checks whether 
the rest stored in the state at node N( i, h - 1) is equal to the guessed rest stored in 
the state at node N( i + 1, h - 1) for 1 c i c l/2 - 1, and tries to back up again through 
a derivation step in the same way as before. Moreover, it tries nondtte~rministically 
to recognize a word belonging to Ax. If the length of a word stored in a state is 
less than k, then the word is considered as a rest. This process is repeated until the 
root is reached. If the word is accepted, a final state stores a word of the set Ax. 
~tA=(AuW,O,Q,{ in,, inb, fo, fb}, F), where the set of states can be deduced 
by the definitions of the functions in,, inb, far fb; F = {o@ 1 o E Ax}; in,(x) = x for 
every x E A u (0) and z E {a, b} and the functions f= and fb are described below. 
To obtain the first s steps, let x, y, z, t E C’ v Z’{$} u (0). We have that 
AAt, x, Y, 2) = 
LA4 x)9 Y) = 
xu$ ifr#l,x,y,tEZandz=$, 
x$ ifr#l,x,tEZandy=z=§, 
xY if rZ: 1 and t,x, y~2Tr~2uZ.r~2{$}, 
X ifr#1,xEC’/2{$}u{~},y=z=§, 
GWl(xy) u IAW-Y) ifx,y, tEZ’and]xl=]y]=randz#0, 
EG[W](xy’) u SAX(xy’: if r # 1, y = y’$, x, y’, t E Y, 1x1 =r and z = 8 
orr=l,y=y’andx,y,tExandz=§, 
EG[W](x’) u SAX(x’) if r# 1,x=x7&x’, tEC’and y=z=§ 
orr=l,x=x’,x,tEZ:andy=z=§, 
. 
(RJ) otherwise; , 
xv$ if r#l, t,x,yd, 
x$ if r#l, XEC and y=§, 
X if x E Z7’2{$} u (5) and y = 8, 
xY if t, x E C r’2 and y E C ‘/“{%}, 
EG[W](xy’) u SAX(xy’) if r # 1, y = y’$, t, x, y’ E 2 ‘, 1x1 = r
or r=I, y=y’and t,x,yc& 
EG[W](x’) u SAX(x’) if r # 1, x = X’S, t, 24% C’ an 
or r=I, x=x’, t,xE and y=§, 
otherwise; 
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if r# 1, x,yd and z=§, 
if r# 1, x& and y=z=§, 
if r# 1 and x,yEB’/2uCr’2{$}, 
if r# 1, xEZ:~‘~{$}U{$}, y=z=#, 
DEC[H](xy) u PAX(xy) if x, y E Zr, 1x1= Iyl = I and z # 0, 
WW(XY 1 u SA.Wxy 1 if xEX’, lxl=r and z=& 
otherwise. 
In the successive steps, the arguments of the functions fo and fb belong to 
DEC[H]( w) u G[M]( w) u EG[W]( w) u PAX(w) u IAX( w) u SAX(w). 
Let Y~,Y~,Y~,Y~,Y~,Y:,Y~,Y:,Y:E~~-‘; x,~, 2, tex’; icn and let Y= 
{(y’, q,y”,j)!y’,y’kCk-i andjcn}. 
mwY) u IAmY) if a =(Yl, GY2r 9, B=(y2,x,y3, i), 
r=(Y3,Ydd) 
and 6 = (y4, z, y5, i) or S = (y4, z$, i) 
O~ifY=(y3,xy,y4,i), S=(y4,3y5,i) or 
6 = (y4, z$, i) and 
y3 = y2yX a = (YI 9 t, Y2,0, 
B=(Y2,9,Y3,9 
oV2=YA Y3=Y2Yi, QI =(Yb q,y2,9, 
t,y2, i) and 
B=(y2,xy,y3, i) and 
Y4 = Y3YL Y = ty3,9, Y4,iL 
S=(Y4, z,Y5, i) or 
6 = (Y4,& i) 
Or Y4 = Y3YL YS = Y4YL Y = (Y3 s 9, Y4,Q, 
6 = (Y49 9, Ys, i); 
~mwY) u s by) if tkf = (ye 9 t, y2, i), B = (~2, x, y3,9, 
Y=(Y3,Y$, i) 
and S=# 
or if Q! = (Y* 9 t, Y2,iL 
p=(y2,xy$,i) and ~=a=$; 
if y3 = y2ys and a! = (yl , t, y2, i) and 
P =(Yz, 99y3,i) 
or Y2=YlY:r Y3=Y2YL a=(y19 
P =(Yz, 99Y3, i) 
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and Y4=Y& Y = (Y3, 9, y4,9, 
S=(y4,3y5,9 
or 8 = (y4, z$, i) 
Or Y4 = Y3A YS = y4yL Y = (y3,9, y49 9, 
6 = (Y4999 Ys, 9; 
if ~3 = ~2~5, a = (~1 9 t, y2,i) and 
P=(Y299,Y3,9 
orY2=YlYL y3=yzv6 ~=bbq,y2,i), 
la =(y2, w3,i) and 
Y = (Y3, o@, y4), 6 = (y4, o@, YS) or 
6 = (Y4, o@) 
or if a! = (Yl, @@, Y2), B = (Y2, oQ, y3), 
Y = (Y~,o@, ~4) and 
6 = (Y4, a@, ~5) or 
6 = (y4, am) 
or if a = (Yl, a@, Y2L B = (y2, @@), 
y=6=08 
orif a=p= y=S=dB; 
otherwise. 
if a = k YI 9 9, P = (ul, Y, y2,i), 
Y=(y2~%y3,~) 
or Y = (Y2, z$, i) or Y = (Y2,9, YZYG, 9 
or‘ if a = (9, Yls 9, B = (Y, 9 XY, Y2,iL 
Y=(y2,z,y3, i) 
or Y = (Y2, z$, 9 or Y = (Y2,9, Y2Yk 9 
or if a = by, Yl9 9, Y2 = YlYL 
16=(Yl,%Y2A 
y=(y2,&yJ,i) or y=(y2,z$, 9 
or if QI = (xv, Yl, 9, Y2 = YlY :, Y3 = Y2YL 
P=(Yl,BY2,i~, Y==(Y2t%Y39ik 
if Q! = (9, YIP 9, Y2 = YlYL 
P=(Yld?,Y2,i) and 
Y=(y2,z,y3, i, or 
Y = (Y~,z$, 9 or ~3 = YZY~ 
and Y = (Y2 9 9, Y3 9 8; 
if a =(q,y,, i) or af=(w@,yl, i), 
P = (Yl9 @@, Y2) and 
y=(y2,@@,y3)or y=(y29°@) 
or if a = = y=wo; 
otherwise. 
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W?M, Y) u SAWXY) if Q! = (~1 9 t, ~2, i) or 
a = (YI 9 4, y2,Q wit 
Yz=YIYL I3 =(y2,x,y3,0 and 
Y =(Y3rY$, 9 
or if w=(yl, t,y2, i) or 
a =(yl, q,y2,9 with 
YPYIYL B=(YMI,Y~, 0 with 
~3 = YZY~ and Y = (~3, @§, 8 
d”r if cy=(y*, t,y2,i) or 
Q! =(yl, q,y2,9 with 
y2 = YIYL B = (y2, w$, 8 ami y = 0; 
if a! = (yl , t, y2, i) or 
a =(yl, q,y2,8 with 
YPYIY~, P=(y2,q,y3,9 with 
y3=yzyhnQ r=(y3,4) 
or if Q[ = (Yl, @@, Y21, 
P = (y2, m@, ~3) and 
Y=(Y3,@@) 
or if a = (Yl, @Q, Y2h 
p = (y2, 069) and y = 00 
or y=# 
orife=p=sy=w@; 
if p= y=$; 
otherwise. 
PAX( tx) if a! = (t, yl, i) and fl= (yl , x$, i); 
o@ if a=(w@,y,) and P=(yI,&B) or a=p=&G, 
. 
{RJ) otherwise. 
We will prove that S(A) = {hi, . . . hi,(x) 1 x E Ax, 1 s ik G n and j 2 0) by considering 
only one case, the other ones being analogous. 
Suppose that the sequence of states attached to the nodes in the nth level of t is 
the following: 
4i = tai9 xi9 49jiL 42m = (aZm, x2d§, jh) 
r; h, jl), (ai, ji), (ri, ji), (cZm, j& E Zkwl X 
and q2m+l = l l l = q2n = 0. f j,, = j,,, and r,, = a,,+l for 1 s u C 2m, the next step gives 
C-free systolic automata 
a sequence of states pl, . . . , p2n-l such that 
PI aa(%, (q2, q3)) = DWW~,~2) v 
Pi+1 Efa(q2i9 q2i+l9 q2i+2, q2i+3) = G[WI(x2i+*X2i+2) LJ Im(x2i+lx2i+2) 
forlsism-2. 
Moreover, if 2m < 2”, then pi = 0 for 2m c i c 2”-’ and 
Pm Efb(q2m-2, q m-1, q2ms q2m+l) = EG[Wl(~2m-~~2m) u SAX(X~,-~X~,,,); 
if 2m = 2”, then 
Pm Efo((Q2m-2, q2m-1), q2ml= WW(~2m-~~2m) u SAx(x2,-1~2~). 
If there exist 1 G i, j s m such that 
and 
then the next step 
Suppose that 
gives a 
Pl = (Yls s1 I) M, Pi = (bi, Yi, sip k), Pm = u&l, Ym$, kn) 
with _yi E 2”; ($1, k,), (bi, ki), (Si, ki), (b,,,, k,,,) E Zk-’ X n for I C i C m; and pm+1 = 
. . .= P2”_’ = 0. It results that there exist 
21, . . . . z,E{hi(a)EZklaeC and ic{l,...,n}} 
such that Xl . . . X2m = 21 . . . 21, 21 . . . Zil E hkl(Y1), Zi,+l . . . Zi,E &(Y2), and Zim_, . . . Zl E 
hk,,,&). If the next step will lead to a nonrejecting state, then k, = k,,, and s, = b,+, 
for lQ4Cm. 
Then we can conclude that if the next step from p1 = (yl, sl, k,), 
~2=(~1,~2,~2,kt),...,~rn-1=(~rn-2,~rn-1,~rn-1,k,), pm=(sm-,,ym$h), pm+r= 
6 1) . . . , py-1 = 8 with yi E C “; si E C k-1 for 1 s i C m; and k, E { 1, . . . , n} does not lead 
to a rejecting state, then the sequence qr = (x, , rl , jl), q2 = ( rl, x2 r2, j,), . . . , q2m_1 = 
( r2m-2, X2m-1 9 r2m-1 991 9 42m = ‘) ( r2m-1, X2m$,jl), q2m+l= Q, l l . ,q2” = 0 with pi E xkB1; 
X1,XigX2mESr for _ si<2m-W2”; and j,e produces, in one step via A, 
P19 . . . , p2”-’ iff x1 . . . x2, c h&l . . . ym)m 
Suppose that PI= (ml@, x1x2), pi = (bi, oi@, xzi-lx2i), pm = (b,, w,$), where 
O,EAX for Mu<m; QZ2’, l<jsm, and x1x2z=w1; zi 2j-iX2jSi =Oi; 
z,&,,,X,,,-IX,,, = w,; and pm+1 = l 9 l =p2n-l= 9 for some Z, 3, si *, ICiCm, 
ICjSm. ‘%ll;n we can conclude that if the next step from p1 = 
(w@, x1x2), p2 = (x1x2, w@, x3x4), mm., Pm-1 = ( XZm- m-49 @I@9 x2m-3X2m 
?m=( X2m-3X2mw2611@), pm+1 = . ’ . =p2n-l= 0 W 
o1 E Ax does not lead to a rejecting state, the =(x1, ~~,.L), q2= 
(VI, X1, r2, j,), . . . , q2m-1= (rm-2, X2m-1, rzrn-l, jl), q2m = (r2m-19 x2m$JA q2m+l= 
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0 ,...,q2n=$ with x,,Xi,+,EZ’; ricZk-’ for lSi~2m-1~2” andjlEn pro- 
duces, in one step via A, pl, . . . , p2”-* iff x1 l . l ~2~ = ol. 
Moreover, given a word w E 3’( ) generated in m steps so that 2” s 1 WI, suppose 
that 2”-’ < Iwi < 2” and that w is given as input to the SBCTA A. Then the first s 
steps bring a sequence of states to the (n - s)th level of the underlying graph, the 
next m - (s + 1) steps bring a sequence of states to the (n - m + 1)th level of t and 
each computation step of A corresponds to one derivation step in S. If n > m, then 
the next two steps bring a final state to the (n - m - 1)th level. Otherwise, just one 
step brings a final state to the root. The shortest word a g-EPTOL system can generate 
in m steps is a word of length 2” so that in any case the numbers of available steps 
is sufficient o recognize such a word. 0 
The most important open problem is the characterization of the class 
3’((D)SCTA). The class is very wide but, as pointed out in the Introduction, some 
quite simple languages as {a “6” 1 n 3 0) seem not to be accepted. The reason is 
analogous to the one for which the language {u”b” In a 0) is not accepted by a 
systolic automaton over a binary tree, but there is not a proof of that. 
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